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Abstract: 

The MATLAB implementations are useful for calculating the width, region, and volumes of ring-structured items or 

agricultural products such as agronomy products. In this article, we will be using MATLAB techniques such as Image 

Processing Method(IPM), Gray - scale Approach, Edge Detection Method(EDM), Thresholding of colour Photographs, 

and Image Segmentation to measure the width, region, and density of circular form specimens. Landowners, 

shopkeepers, and consumers would all profit from this research. And we'll use a digital camera or our Android device 

to take images that we'll use to add various MATLAB implementations too. Apart from using various types of 

MATLAB applications, we also used the RGB approach to estimate the full economic potential of the agricultural 

product categories in this study. With the aid of this research, we hope to develop MATLAB functions that will enable 

us to import an image, isolate the picture from the ideal stuff, and use MATLAB to determine the width, region, and 

density of ring-structured specimens. 
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1 .Introduction: 

The width, region, and volumes of circular form items can be calculated using Matlab software and its 

implementations. MATLAB is a fourth-generation high-level development environment for mathematical 

calculations. MATLAB is a programming language math works. The MATLAB programmes with Image Processing 

Techniques are used in this analysis. Agrarian commodity categorization and labelling is time-consuming and labor-

intensive. The MATLAB programme, as well as its Image Processing Method for categorising and classification of 

products, is commonly used for dealing with farm worker shaft growing food. The other compensation that affects 

trade is the analysis of round form items, quality, and development of any agricultural production goods, and these 

two things are those things that guarantee an acceptable expense to the farm worker or agricultural labourers [1]. 

The study also focuses on the complete development and quality of agricultural crops. Curved, circular, and oval are 

the three types of round shapes. In popular culture, all agronomy products are raised for sale, and brand marks are 

placed on each agronomy products so that customers can quickly distinguish the products quality [2]. Since all 

agronomy products are not the same structure or scale, some agronomy products are tiny, while others are huge, 

and still others are medium to large in size [3]. As a result, with the aid of this study, we will be able to find a solution 

to the framework to understand the standard of agronomy goods. 

Applications of MATLAB :- 

1.1 MATLAB is the most popular technology that we are using nearly every day in our environments, such 

as when we take pictures of ourselves and want to enhance our facial beauty, or whether we want to 

distort the backdrop of a picture, we use MATLAB applications, as well as biometric authentication and 

many other things. The Object Recognition Approach often receives and transmits data from outlying 
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satellites, i.e. receiving and transmitting information. There are several functions in MATLAB that can help 

with any of these requirements. 

1.2 For sound and video transmission, MATLAB has the Sound and Video Filtering Toolbox. It also includes 

sound and sound message transmission techniques. 

2 .Materials and Methods:- 
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                                                  Figure2.1: Flow Chart of Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Image Processing Method: 

The other word for picture is photograph, which can be described as optical information. In today's world, 

getting a picture from a digital camera or an Android device is not a challenging challenge. Technology is 

becoming more sophisticated or, as we like to call it, cutting-edge on a daily basis. Processing an image is a 

method in which we take a picture from an Android phone or some other digitally enhanced camcorder as 

source and get a picture or the system correlated with the picture as performance. Digital image processing 

is a form of object recognition that involves manipulating images using a device that has been accessible 

online. Image processing is simply a technique for obtaining valuable features from an image. Image 

manipulation is one of the most quickly evolving technologies in today's modern world. Generally speaking, 

there are two kinds of image processing methods: simple image processing and sophisticated image 

classification. Simple image processing is a technique that can be applied to photocopies, printouts, and 

photographs. Furthermore, the sophisticated computer technique aids in computer-assisted monitoring of 

the computerised picture. Pre-production, optimization, and information retrieval from images are the 

three essential stages of sophisticated object recognition. Image processing is a useful tool for enhancing 

graphics performance that can be performed by today's electronics and is now also available in 

smartphones and tablets. 
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2.2 Grayscale Method: 

The Gray - scale approach is essentially a grouping of the monochromatic tones tuck away from darkness 

and light. And we know that the Gray - scale techniques pictures will finally have just dark and drying tones, 

just like every other film. The specialized photograph can be saved in dim and dry tones, just like any 

shaded photo, which contains Gray - scale information. The shaded picture is shown in MATLAB using a 

colour diagram. There is a luminous esteem in every pixel of this foundation, and it is not so expensive that 

anyone can't afford it. Similarly, the brightness of a Gray-scale picture can be shown more effectively 

because the image can be displayed on a scale ranging from dark (zero power) to whites (full power)[4]. 

However, the Gray - scale Approach is an important component of specialized pictures; it can still be 

extended to written archives and has a wide range of applications in today's competitive world. 

 

2.3 Edge Detection: 

Edge Detection is a way of detecting image processing methods used to identify the edges of photographs 

taken with a camcorder or with a cellular phone. Now, how do we identify the picture's edges? So, as the 

light reaches its maximum, the response is yes. The representation of any picture's edges totally minimises 

a lot of detail, but some of the essential information with respect to the states of the article in the scenario 

is lost in the process. An image description may be conveniently broken down into a number of papers and 

acknowledgment equations that can be included in the machine alongside other image preparation 

software. The boundaries that exist between two areas or points. [5] The simple highlight can be extracted 

from the image's edges. Edge Detection has a wide range of uses, including therapeutic image processing, 

biometrics, and so on. Roberts edge detection, Sobel edge detection, log edge detection, canny edge 

detection, and prewitt edge detection are some of the edge detection techniques. 

 

2.4 Segmentation of Image: 

Image segmentation is a widely used technique in advanced image preparation and analysis that divides an image 

into various sections or areas based on the properties of the pixels in the image. Image segmentation could involve 

isolating a closer view from the background, or grouping pixels based on similitudes that match together like a fiddle. 

To discern and label pixels in a frame, for example, is an example of image segmentation in clinical imaging [6]. In the 

image segmentation diagram below, we can see that there is a small scale of disruption in the image. We must use 

segmentation to delete the disruption from the image or frame. 

2.6 Detect Diameter: 

The distance of the line across the centre and the touching two main points on its margin for quantifying 

the distance over the ring-structured items. In this paper we will simply drag the agronomy products to 

observe if the breadth never changes. The term “distance” is often used to refer to the real rows. We can 

see “draw a distance over of the circular form pieces” in this way. Let’s take an example and consider the 

following scenario: if we toss any ball or any ring-structured item or any circular piece, the breadth 

interfaces two focuses on the ball or on ring-structured item or on circular piece outside and  the tossed 

ball or any ring-structured item or any circular piece’s focal centre . Furthermore, in the ring-structured 

items, the breadth or the width is the longest bend string. 
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2.7 Detect Area: 

The word "AREA" is the scientific word which is utilizes for quantifying the two-dimensional figure and 

structure. In scientifically Method, the standard unit of the word "AREA" is the square meter (in simple 

language it's standard unit is m^2) , which is the measurement of region of the square with sides that are 

roughly one metre in length. Mathematically, a unit squared is used for quantifying the region of the 

squared. And each sideward is of 1 unit length and any shallow has a scalar quantity or quantity with 

dimension one, natural digit. The shallow region of a solid form such as ring-structured items, conoid, or 

cubicle structured item is defined as the region of its limited shallow. 

2.8 Detect Volume: 

A material (solid, liquid, gas, or plasma) or form includes or comprises volume, which is the sum of 3-D 

space encased by a close surface. The “cubic metre” is the Standard unit of length. The cubic measures are 

often assigned to three-dimensional natural graphical structures. If an equation for the structure's limit 

remains, amounts of mishmash structures may be calculated using advanced mathematics. 

 

3. Results and Discussion: 

The aim of this work is to use MATLAB Software to determine the quantification of a ring-structured item from a 

picture. 

In this research, we primarily using multiple kinds of MATLAB techniques approaches for effective evaluation of 

circular formed items found in our setting. 

To begin, we used an image processing technique to insert the actual picture, and then we modified the picture to a 

Gray scale image as the display, as seen below: 

 

                                                                                                    

 

                                                 Figure3.1: Convergence of Original to Grayscale image. 
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Following that, we observed the original Pictures margin optimization, and the performance of the margin optimization 

mechanism is seen below: 

 

                                               Figure3.2: Edge Detection Methods of Original Image 

After that, we used RGB colour approaches to picture segment the picture in order to exclude the 

disturbance, and the result is seen below: 

 

 

                                  Figure3.3: RGB colour Technique and Image Segmentation Process of Image 

We measured a green apple throughout this analysis, and it can be used to quantify the width, region, and 

density of any curved material, whether it's an agronomy product, or something else. And we took green 

apple observations for object recognition, and then we implemented the Gray - scale approach to the 

object instance to convert RGB to Gray scale image, and then we implemented the Edge Detection 

approaches (Sobel, Prewitt, Roberts, Canny, and Log) to discover the margins. We used five different edge 

detection techniques to locate correct margins in the pictures for the Edge Detection research. We used 

colour thresholding and the categorization procedure on the pictures of the apple and then we got the 

performance seen above. And the information we gleaned from this research is shown in the table below:- 
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Testing Diameter Image Diameter in pixel Diameter in mm Area in pixel  Area in m2 Volume in 
pixel  

Volume in m3 

 

 
 
 
    979.03 

 
 

 
 
 
259.027 

 
 
 
   272671 

 
 
 
   72.14 

 
 
 
34771 

   
 
 
9.202×106 

                                                               Figure3.4: Table of Results 

 

4 . Conclusion: 

In this project, we assumed that image processing identification of apples based on consistency and size is 

useful for the analysis because it can be achieved efficiently by measuring the distance across. The use of 

image preparation for determining consistency and scale can be applied not only to grapes, but also to 

other environmental resources such as bananas, apples, watermelons, and other agronomy products, as 

well as veggies, with greater precision. As a result, the innovation would be able to be extended to a variety 

of products. In this case, we suggested a method for estimating the width of tomatoes and apples, as well 

as estimating the width, region, and volume of the first picture of red cherry tomatoes and green apples. 

The second one uses Gray-scale and five methods to discern the edge of the picture: Sobel, Prewitt, 

Roberts, Log, and Canny techniques. With these techniques, we can estimate the breadths, area, and 

volume with greater precision. 
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